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If you are interested in my international quest for red paint (which ended 
-to my sheer disappointment- in the very city I live in), or how a hideous 
candle made of conglomerated wax leftovers helped me through this pro-
ject, then this book is for you. If you wish however for the wise and organ-
ised crafter image you might have of me to remain undamaged, run whilst 
you still can.

I pick my methods by taking into account my budget, time, skills, restric-
tions, and tools. What worked for me might not be the best solution for 
you, and this isn’t meant to be read as a tutorial. It is merely an insight into 
my chaotic quotidian.

I am also sorry for butchering the language I’m writing in, and unwillingly 
contributing to spreading the -erroneous- rumour that the French cannot 
speak proper English.

Big thanks to all the folks on Patreon for making 
this possible, and especially to you, Mercurial !
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6... Corset

After debating (internally) for a while about 
how I should draft the corset pattern, I ended 
up using a dress form (but not before mak-
ing three different patterns first). I adjust-
ed the mannequin, and added extra padding 
on the chest and hips (1) to fit the meas-
urements I was given. I then taped half of it 
(after wrapping the mannequin in cling film 
to prevent the tape from sticking), and drew 
were I wanted my seams to be (2). The goal 
here is to get flat pieces once everything is 
cut. You can place your seams anywhere, 
but it’s more practical to follow the curves 
of the body.

I transferred my pattern to 5mm EVA foam 
(3). I usually work with lower densities when 
I’m building pieces with a lot of curves, since 
it’s softer (and thus easier to shape) than 
high-density foam. 

EVA foam can be heat-shaped, so why did I 
need to cut so many parts (especially for the 
breasts) ? Well, heat-shaping can be a bit 
random, and unless you are vacuum form-
ing the damn thing on an object it’s tricky 
to get symmetrical shapes. As a conse-
quence, I’d rather add extra seams to create 
my curves, and be sure to get a symmetrical 
result, than heat-form them. 
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I assembled my panels with contact glue, and added the abdominal curves. I filmed a short 
video about the process, and since a video is worth a thousand images, you might want to 
check it out. Anyway, here is a quick explanation (but the video is still clearer).

Click to watch the video !

Draw were you want your muscles to be 
at the back of the foam, and cut along your 
lines without slicing all the way through.

Keep your cuts open (with hot glue for ex-
ample, or by sticking a bevel of foam inside 
the cut).

You can already see the “sections”, even if  
they are currently flat.

Heat up the sections with a heat gun and 
shape them on something round (here I 
used a Ping-Pong ball, but I shaped Wonder 
Woman using my fists and knees).

https://youtu.be/erDkKXvZXwI


8... Corset

This technique creates a depression (3 & 5), 
which is perfect for muscle-like shapes. It’s 
also possible to get raised lines with under-
cuts, by cutting out a bevel of foam (instead 
of just slicing the back), and gluing the edg-
es back together (1, 2 & 4). I used this tech-
nique several times during this build, and for 
many older projects. It allows the creation 
of complicated shapes whilst minimising 
the number of seams.
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Next step: making the chest and belt orna-
ments. Each of these was made out of only 
one piece of 5mm EVA foam (high density 
this time, it’s more suited for detailing in my 
opinion). Instead of layering thinner foam 
and getting something that would look too 
thick in some areas and be too fragile in oth-
ers, I chose to have a constant thickness. To 
do so, I cut out the different sections, sanded 
the edges with a rotary tool to make them 
round, and glued them back in place, placing 
them lower or higher than the rest to create 
the different levels. I did the same for the 
chest ornament.



10... Corset

At this point, a lot of people were asking about were the openings were located. Well...they 
didn’t exist at the time, the armour was basically stuck on the mannequin (and for once I had 
a vague idea of what I was doing, so it was intentional). When I started building the chest-
plate, I didn’t know whether I was going to carve the line details, or create them by gluing 
strips of thin foam on top. I ended up picking the thin foam option for several reasons:

 — Covering the base in craft foam would spare me the task of cleaning the seams. This 
should be my motto: “Too many seams ? Cover your piece in craft foam !”

 — It would also make the transition between the boobs and the rest smoother

 — I used low density EVA for this part because it’s way easier to shape and stretch than its 
high-density counterpart, but it’s also more porous and thus harder to prime

 — Making that many cuts in 5mm low-density EVA foam would weaken the structure

 — I already had undercuts at the back (to create the muscles), and by making cuts at the 
front as well I risked going all the way through the foam were the lines would cross

I went through the tape phase again (note that I could have drawn everything at the same 
time, when I drafted a pattern for the chest and belt ornament, but I was improvising as I 
went). See that line on the side ? That’s where I wanted the seam to be, so it would be hidden 
among the actual details.
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I did not cut all the strips at once. I knew that I would accumulate errors as I went, and when 
it would come to gluing the last piece, it wouldn’t fit at all. So I built it piece by piece, gluing 
only a few at the time before moving to the next ones, and adjusting the pattern as I went. I 
used 2mm EVA foam for this, and proceeded as follows:

 — Sand the edges round with a rotary tool

 — Heat it to seal it and smooth the sanded areas

 — Shape them directly on the base of the corset

 — Glue them on with contact glue

Please remember to work in a well-ventilated area when using contact glue, 
and to wear a respirator if possible. Same goes for heating foam.

When using a rotary tool (or most power tools for that matter), you should 
also throw in safety glasses and earmuffs (plus gloves when necessary).



12... Corset

It took a while, but all the strips were even-
tually glued. I then added a few extra details 
(1) before slicing the poor thing in two, free-
ing the mannequin (2).

I didn’t actually need to separate it in two 
distinct parts, however:

 — Having an opening on only one side 
means  you have to bend the armour to 
put it on which might damage it in the 
long run

 — I wanted the size to be adjustable, and 
only being able to adjust it on one side 
would make me loose the symmetry.
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I considered using Velcro. However, I knew the two sections of the corset would never end 
up aligned. So I decided to combine it with magnets. Basically:

 — Magnets (four sets on each side) keep the parts aligned
 — Velcro is here as backup and can take strain if needed
 — The length of the straps can be adjusted
 — There is soft fabric inside

Click here to see it in action !

https://youtu.be/XW8gN_7RJFg


14... Priming & Painting

I added a bit of battle damage, and this part 
was ready to be primed and painted. I had 
heat-sealed the armour as I was building it, 
that’s why I’m not mentioning it here. Don’t 
forget to seal EVA, it closes the cells and 
keeps it from absorbing your primer and/or 
your paint. Most of the armour has a raised 
line texture, a bit akin to brush marks, and 
the easiest way of getting this effect is by 
leaving actual brush marks. My primer of 
choice was Flexbond. I applied two layers of 
it, with a brush. For the second layer, I used 
the roughest brush I had and let the primer 
thicken before spreading it. I made sure to 
follow the direction of the main lines of the 
object I was priming. 

And that’s when the experiments started. 
After all this time dry brushing iridescent 
acrylics, I wanted to give gilding waxes a 
go. Some people on social media asked if I 
was using Rub’n Buff. I wasn’t, since Amaco 
products are hard to get locally (you usually 
have to buy them online) and I wanted to try 
waxes I could get in stores before having to 
order things from the Internet. I got three 
colours, I don’t have the precise names in 
mind (and hues differ from brand to brand 
anyway) but basically: silver, pale gold, cop-
pery gold. I chose to apply it with a microfi-
bre cloth that was conveniently laying on 
the table.

I then made my first mistake (in a very long 
and painful list). Used as I was to acrylics dry 
brushing, I painted a matte black base coat 
on top of my Flexbond, since it allows the 
acrylic paint to stick well. However, it pre-
vents you from spreading waxes correct-
ly and buffing them. I needed a dark base, 
since my foam is light grey, so I painted it 
black between the two coats of Flexbond. 
This way, I had the colour I wanted whilst 
benefiting from the primer’s smooth texture. 
I am sorry for using the tiara as an example 
instead of the corset, but it looks like I didn’t 
take pictures of the latter during this step.
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After a few experiments, my process for all the golden parts was (see the pictures below, 
I’m using the knee armour as an example here):

 — apply coppery gold (1)

 — apply pale gold (2)

 — eventual additional weathering with acrylics (dark brown or black) in the corners

I worked with very small quantities of wax, to avoid creating a flat layer of colour. Further-
more, it prevents the wax from going into every corner, creating shadows and making the 
texture pop. To create a more interesting aspect, I did not apply the paler gold evenly, as you 
can see on the second picture.

You might have noticed the “swirling” aspect on the smoothest part of the kneecaps, I’ll 
talk about it in the “leg armour” section.
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Now that the gold was dealt with, I still had to 
find a solution for the red. You can see on the left 
everything that was used for the experiments 
(I didn’t buy all of this for the project, I had al-
ready accumulated a lot of supplies over the 
years). I needed flexibility since I was dealing with 
foam, which meant most spray paints were out. 

I briefly considered Alclad II paints. When it 
comes to choosing paint, I prefer to go to physi-
cal stores, so I can look at everything, frown a lot, 
and silently stare at the lower shelves by means 
of Extreme Crouching. I think the employees of 
the local hardware store are still wondering why 
I spend so much time there seemingly doing noth-
ing. A few stores in France carried Alclad II prod-
ucts, but nowhere near enough to justify a trip.  

I had to go to London at some point (for the 100th anniversary of Pébéo, but that’s a story for 
another day) and I knew there was a store there that sold it. Unfortunately, said store was 
closed...on the exact days I was in the UK. I spent most of the journey back (whilst the group 
sitting across me in the Eurostar were apparently having an after-party with impressive 
amounts of appetizers) on the website of one of the resellers. I had too many questions. 
Do I order the red ? The ruby ? Do I put it on top of bright silver ? Darker silver ? They say the 
candy enamels should be airbrushed on top of a silver base, but wouldn’t gold be better in 
my case ? Are there any examples of Alclad II enamels on top of a gold base ? I cannot see 
the actual colours on a screen, I would need to get them all, but I can’t afford that. If I order 
a colour and I’m not satisfied with the shade, I’ll have to order something else. That means 
more shipping fees, and more delay. I got sidetracked at some point and ended up watching 
videos of dudes painting their pre-heresy Thousand Sons army (if you are not familiar with 
30K/40K, they have a red and gold colour scheme). I ended up not ordering anything since 
I couldn’t make a choice (it happens more often than I’d like).

A few days later, I was back in the gilding wax phase. I had enjoyed working with it on the 
golden parts, I wanted to try it on the red ones as well. There was, however, an issue (obvi-
ously). Gilding wax (at least in France) is meant for renovating painting frames and ancient 
furniture. Apparently, frames and ancient furniture aren’t traditionally red. A lovely collec-
tion of shades of gold, copper, and silver was available, but nothing red in sight. I tried a few 
things I knew were doomed to fail (like mixing red acrylics with copper wax, but I discov-
ered interesting techniques in the past by trying things that weren’t supposed to work). I’m 
making this seem like events that happened one after another, but actually all of this was 
happening at the same time, I was constantly jumping between ideas, and I haven’t even 
mentioned half of them. I considered pigments as well, as well as a thousand other things... 
After several experiments, I looked for metallic red wax outside France. I got Coosa Crafts’ 
Fire Agate and Ruby Rub’n Buff from a store in the Netherlands. The former was nice, but 
way too orange, and the latter was closer to copper than ruby. 
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I did further experimenting with the clear 
red, using the abs I had created earlier for 
the muscle making-of video. This time I used 
a coppery gold gilding wax base, brushed 
the clear red, following the carved details 
to create a slight texture, and rubbed a bit 
of the Fire Agate wax on the raised shapes. 
The right side got two layers of clear red, 
the left got only one.

The final combination was:

 — copper gilding wax

 — pale gold on the raised areas to make 
the muscles pop

 — one coat of clear red, brushed thinly to 
let the copper shine through and create 
variations in shade

In the meantime, I had taken interest in 
hobby paint and got some red enamel paint 
from a local craft store. I also ended up in 
a model shop later this day (by accident, I 
was actually trying to go somewhere else) 
and -literally- stumbled into Tamiya paints 
(the rack was at knee height). The price was 
in Francs, a currency we stopped using in 
2002. I got chrome silver and clear red. I still 
wasn’t over my internal gold versus silver 
debate as a base under a clear red, and got 
the silver because that’s what most people 
used.

I tried different combinations with everything 
I had, and only clogged the airbrush once 
(had to completely take it apart because I 
apparently don’t do things half-heartily). My 
best result at this point was the Tamiya clear 
red brushed over a liquid gold base. I had 
made sure to experiment early, since some 
paints that seem flexible at first harden and 
crack when flexed after a while. 

I made a video about that too, and you should watch it. For all the lazy people out there, I 
added a step-by-step on the next page, however it’s still easier to understand as a video.
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I primed the foam with two layers of Flex-
bond, and a layer of black in the middle, 
since I wanted a black base and the foam 
was light grey. I made sure to follow the 
carved details with my brush to create the 
“brush stroke” texture this armour has.

I applied coppery gold gilding wax with a 
microfibre cloth. The metallic effect will be 
more striking with minimal amounts of wax. 
It’s better to slowly build up the colour than 
to put too much wax on the first pass.

I added paler wax on the raised areas to 
make the muscles pop.

I added Tamiya clear red on top. I brushed it 
very thinly so the copper and gold could still 
be seen underneath. Once again, I followed 
the carved details to emphasize the “brush 
stroke” texture.

I added a few shadows afterwards with black acrylics (in the depression areas of the mus-
cles, the carved details, and the battle damage). And that’s exactly what I did on the corset, 
albeit on a smaller scale.

Click here to watch the video !

https://youtu.be/YTkoKg4cjac
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At this point, you might be able to spot my mistake. Some of the parts I had painted red (in 
the centre of the back) were actually supposed to be gold. I only noticed (and corrected) 
this days later.
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Depending on what you are applying it on (and how), gilding wax can rub off in time. I 
suggest that you do tests on scraps before painting your project. The red, however, is rub-
proof, waterproof, bulletproof...

I have some sealing experiments in mind as well, I have yet to conduct them...
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The skirt started as...paper, like pretty much everything I do, to be honest. There isn’t really 
anything to explain here, I assembled and adjusted the paper pieces until I was happy with 
the shape. I considered several materials, and ended up picking leather.

I went to one of the local leather warehouses, my mother tagging along because getting 
lost in Marseille’s second borough was apparently her idea’s of the perfect girls outing. We 
arrived at the location. A seemingly abandoned building, with a small door (windows are 
overrated).

HER: It looks like it closed ten years ago
ME: Indeed. Which means they probably have everything you can dream of

And they totally did. If shopping in Marseille has taught me anything, it’s that the more un-
inviting it looks, the more interesting it will be. And the messier. They have what you need, 
but you will only find it after searching for hours and eventually getting buried under dusty 
supplies. I tugged at all the rolls whilst the owner was asking me the usual dreaded ques-
tion: “what are you after ?”



22... Skirt

So, after looking in every corner, I found a thin metallic blue pelt that I thought could be nice 
for the skirt. I also got thicker veg-tanned leather for the straps. Oh, and then we got lost 
again. I’ve been living here my whole life, her for a good 33 years, and I’m pretty sure tour-
ists find their way around better than we do. After some time spent walking up the street, 
down the street, and then up again, carrying a roll of leather, I was able to get back to work 
and cut all the pieces out. I added gold accents with gilding wax (I had tried it on scraps and 
it stuck well...) so the colour would match the rest.

You can see the whole skirt below. The leather was a bit wrinkled at this time (since I had 
wrinkled it with my hands to weather it prior to painting the edges). I squished the poor 
thing under the complete collection of La Fontaine’s Fables afterwards to flatten it.
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Some of the panels were sewed/glued together, others were articulated with elastics (the 
black stripes on the bottom picture). The skirt is assembled with Velcro, making it adjusta-
ble. It’s completely separate from the armour.
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I’ve done that part...twice. I remade the shins because I wasn’t happy with the texture, and 
the knees because I wasn’t happy with the scale. Unlike the corset (where I used duct tape 
and a mannequin to get the pattern), the leg armour was completely freehanded. As a 
consequence, I cannot really give an explanation of how I patterned it: I grabbed paper and 
drew my shape. However, the least I can do is show you the patterns.

The shin armour is composed of two parts: 
front and back. Each of these was made of 
two pieces of foam to create a curve. After 
cutting everything out of 5mm EVA foam (1), 
I heat-shaped them and glued them togeth-
er with contact glue. I also carved some de-
tails with a scalpel and a rotary tool (2). I 
have a video about that as well. I then added 
craft foam details (3). The foot armour was 
made the same way, but with a layer of Wor-
bla at the back to prevent it from bending 
too much.

https://youtu.be/jExiiDfDnEs
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The shin armour was actually the first part I painted red on this project. It was also used for 
texturing experiments. I am writing this making-of in a certain order so it’s easier to follow, 
but I was working on everything at the same time. It was primed and painted exactly like 
the corset (well, it’s actually the other way around since I painted the leg armour before 
the corset). For everything regarding priming and painting, you can refer to the dedicated 
section.



26... Leg armour

The knee and thigh armour were made with the same method. You can see the pattern (1), 
and the pieces of 5mm EVA foam I had to cut (2). I heatshaped the knee pieces and con-
nected them with contact glue (3), added craft foam details (4) and (5), before priming them. 
Unlike the rest of the leg armour, the kneecaps and thigh pieces do not have a texture. To 
make them more interesting, I applied my Flexbond with a sponge in a circular motion in-
stead of using a brush, creating the swirling pattern you see on (6). I then painted the pieces 
exactly like the rest.
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28... Leg armour

I articulated the pieces with elastic. The 
armour is attached with button studs and 
leather straps in the movie, so I decided to 
do the same. I added scraps of Worbla at the 
back to prevent the screws from damaging 
the EVA foam. I then made leather straps and 
sewed Velcro to the end of each one in order 
to make them adjustable. This way they can 
change position inside the leg armour.

I wasn’t in charge of making the shoes, so I was unable to attach the foot armour straps (I 
didn’t actually have anything to attach them to), and just left to the future Wonder Woman 
the liberty to glue them wherever she wanted upon receiving the package. I covered the 
inside of the leg armour with fabric, as I did for the corset. I do not bother doing this on my 
own costumes, for I usually wear full armour with undersuits and do not have to deal with 
SFS (Sweaty Foam Syndrom).
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Click here to see it in action !

https://youtu.be/uleTM2k3mnw
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32... Bracers

The bracers were the first armour part I built on this project (and I waited until page 32 to 
mention them...) At the time, I wasn’t planning on writing this making-of, and I thus have 
a limited amount of progress pictures (plus most of them were taken with my -broken- 
phone camera). I apologize for the lower quality of this section.

I started by drafting a pattern. The bracers 
have a muscle-like effect going on, so I add-
ed undercuts (see page 7), in light blue on 
this picture.

I cut each bracer out of 5mm EVA foam. Like 
I did for the chestplate, I did not layer any-
thing, and glued parts higher or lower than 
the rest to create the different levels.

To carve the lines, I sliced the foam (not all 
the way through) with a scalpel, and then 
heated it to open the cuts. Note that this does 
not work on every type of foam, the edges 
of the cut might melt together depending on 
what you are working with.

The strapping system is the same as the leg 
armour’s. Leather straps, attached to the in-
side of the bracer with Velcro so they can be 
moved to adjust the size.
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The bracers were primed and painted exactly like the rest, with the addition of the silver 
wax. The hand wraps are two stripes of suedine. I would have liked to stitch them together, 
to they could just be put on like gloves instead of having to wrap them everytime. Unfortu-
nately, since I was making the costume for somebody else, and working with non-stretchy 
fabric, I couldn’t do that. I only added a piece of elastic going over the palm so the fabric 
wouldn’t slide off. This way, the person who would wear it could eventually add stitches fi 
needed, based on the shape of her own palm. I also sewed a bit of Velcro on the other end 
of the stripe, and included the other side of the Velcro so it could be sewed in the right place 
later.
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36... Tiara & Bracelet

The movie’s artbook gave me a very clear reference of the head piece (thank you Amazon 
for using the exact page I needed as a sample), and I drew directly my pattern on top of it in 
GIMP. After managing to scale it correctly, I printed it and was ready to start.

I needed it to be thin but sturdy (whilst taking the budget into account), meaning that a lot 
of options were out. I ended up using craft foam and Worbla, covering the latter with the 
former (I know that’s usually the other way around). This way I could benefit from both the 
support of Worbla and the smoothness of foam. I first cut the shape out of Worbla.

I then progressively added craft foam details on top. Before gluing each piece (with super-
glue), I sanded the edges round with a rotary tool. Some parts also got an undercut (cut a 
bevel out from the back, and glue the edges back together), to create a fold in the middle. 
It’s a bit tricky to achieve on foam that thin (it was a bit over 1 mm thick) but with a sharp 
blade anything is possible.
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Now all that was missing was the star in the middle. Craft foam was too thick for it in my 
opinion, and I briefly considered 3D printing. I abandoned the idea after fully realising the 
dimensions the star would actually need to have and the limitations of my filament printer 
devoid of enclosure. Whatever I chose to do, I still needed a pattern for the star. I used an 
image of the tiara I had just built to be sure it would fit where I wanted it to. Yes, I actually 
scanned the tiara. I could have used the digital pattern I had made earlier, but I often modify 
them, plus the thickness and layering of the foam adds further error.

The measuring tape was there to give me 
an idea of the scale, as you can imagine. I 
opened the image as a layer in GIMP, scaled 
it (using the measuring tape as reference), 
and drew the star on another layer. I then 
printed it on thick paper, and cut the pieces 
out with a scalpel. I glued the star to the rest, 
and the tiara was done. I primed and painted

the surface exactly like I did earlier on the gold part of the chest armour. The final touch 
was a leather strap. I glued it to the Worbla (superglue again) and stitched it afterwards to 
be careful. I stitch Worbla often these days, by heating the needle in a flame. I also added a 
layer of fabric at the back for more comfort.
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40... Tiara & Bracelet

The bracelet was made with the same method: craft foam on Worbla. I had noticed that the 
part at the bottom in the middle of the bracelet actually goes on top of the rest at some 
point. To achieve this effect, I raised this part by gluing an extra layer of craft foam under-
neath in the area were it needed to go over the rest of the details.
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The harness was a bit trickier, since it keeps 
switching shoulders on references... I also 
had to watch some scenes frame by frame 
to get (blurry) shots of the back and the 
golden ornaments, and looked at countless 
pictures of the costumes. I had five “hard” 
pieces to create, the rest would be leather. I 
decided to 3D model (Fusion 360) and print 
everything in PLA. Since I was going for an 
old metal look, I textured my prints with 
wood glue and a rough brush. I then painted 
them exactly like the rest.



44... Harness & Lasso

The lasso started as a black cotton braided 
cord, since I could not find a golden one in 
the right diameter and colour. It was too po-
rous to be painted directly, so I coated it with 
Flexbond first, and then with gilding wax like 
the rest. I glued the pieces I had printed ear-
lier on the ends of the cord. I added a button 
stud and a leather strap I cut, burnished and 
dyed. The final touch was a Worbla ornament 
with dimensional fabric paint details.
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There isn’t much to say about the harness it-
self. Patterning it, however, was a huge pain. 
You see several versions of it throughout 
the movie, and they all have different con-
figurations. The lasso changes sides, the 
swords changes positions, and the harness 
itself even switches shoulders ! Sometimes 
the parts are stitched together, sometimes 
there are snaps... After choosing the most 
detailed configuration, I started building. It’s
made out of leather. I patterned, cut, burnished, dyed etc each strap. I then assembled them 
with contact glue and added stitches. The last step was to buff everything with what I as-
sume was shoe polish. It was my first time working with leather, so it’s not really a work of 
art. However, the leather parts creates an interesting contrast with the bright red and gold 
of the armour.
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50... Harness & Lasso

Here ends my first making-of ebook. I hope you enjoyed it. I’m thinking of 
putting a few physical copies up for sale (with more illustrations, it would 
be closer to a photo book), but I’m not sure people would be interested.

Anyway...I’m offering this ebook for free, despite how much time went 
into it. If you liked it, please share it. It might help some crafters out 
there. See you next time !
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